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1. INTRODUCTION
A variety of techniques to facilitate fast graphical display of curves and
surfaces for interactive CAGD purposes have been developed, in the past
years. Many of these are commonly referred to as subdivision algorithms

PI.
In this paper we propose a method for subdividing simplex splines, i.e.,
splines that can be defined over non-regular grid partitions. There is a
relatively exhaustive theory of multivariate simplex splints (or shortly
B-splines) [6]. Due to some favorable properties, similar to those in the
univariate case, the B-splines are suitable, in principle, for application, e.g.,
in the Finite Element Method or in Computer Aided Geometric Design. On
the other hand, their computational properties seem to be very restrictive
compared to other available methods. In spite of the existence of a number
of recurrence relations to facilitate the numerical manipulation of B-splines,
these are often computationally
expensive in sharp contrast with the
univariate case. Therefore, there naturally arises a need for a subdivisionlike algorithm for simplex B-splines. Some basic ideas on subdivision of
B-splines have been described in [l, 12, 14, 151, all based on a geometric
interpretation
of B-splines. Here, we suggest a different approach. It is
based on the notion of discrete simplex splines, which is proven to be an
extension of the ideas underlying the definitions of dikcrete cube splines,
also called box splines, and discrete cone splines [3, 71. The notion of the
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discrete B-splines will turn out to be useful for the purpose of subdividing
their continuous counterparts.
The paper consists of the following parts. We start with a brief review of
basic facts about discrete cube splines and we give some extensions neede
for later purposes. Then the discrete B-splines are defined and some of their
properties are derived. Sections 4 and 5 deal with an algorithm for subdividing B-splines. We finish the paper with a discussion.
2. DISCRETE CUBE AND CONE SPLINES
Let X := {x’, .... XR}, XiE R”\(O), and n 2 s. In the following we assume
that the linear span of X, denoted by (AC), is KY.The cube spline
and the cone spline T( f 1X) are defined by, respectively,

and

jRjT(xIJf)f(x) dx= In fW) dv,
+

(2.2)

where Xv := xlvl + ... +x%,, which must hold for any continuous an
locally supported function f: The latter definition makes sense if 0 4 [X],
LX] the convex hull of X.
Next, let H := diag(h,, .... A,), hi=: pi’, pie N, be a diagonal scaling
matrix. The discrete version bH( . j X) of the cube spline is defined as [3,7]

which should hold for any discrete function f vanishing in all but a finite
number ofpoints in J&(X). Here ~~(X):={XER~~X=,XHV,
VEF), an
XHV := x%,v, + . . . + x”h,v,. Similarly, the discrete cone spline tN(. I X)
can be defined by the relation [7]

1 ~&I~)f(x~=deW)
XEwfH(W

C fVHvh
YEF+

which is, under the condition 0 4 [Xl, to be satisfied for all f vanishing in
all but a finite number of points in L!&(X).
The properties and structure of discrete cube splines and cone s
were intensively studied, e.g., in [9-111. It has been shown in /:3,7
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the discrete cube splines converge in the pointwise senseto the continuous
cube splines, if pi -+ co. It is important to remark that the conditions on X
and H under which the convergence was proved are only sufficient but not
necessary. As a consequence, the results in [3, 71 do not imply that the
discrete cube spline converges to its continuous counterpart for all XC Z”.
It turns out, however, that the convergence is indeed guaranteed, as stated
in the next lemma.
We first need the following notation. Let XC iZ”. We call a set
YH = {.I& .... y”,} c R” a basis for TH(X) if (Y,) = R” and T( Y,) :=
{x~lR~Ix= YHp, ,uLE~}=&(X),
where Y,,~:=yLpi+
... +y;~~.
Note that in general the basis of &(X) is not uniquely determined. All
bases of yH(X) have the same (nonzero) value of Idet( Y,)l, however. For
instance, if s=2, X= ((l,O), (0, l), (1, l)} and H=diag(l, 1,2/3), then
both sets Yg= {(l/3,0), (0, l/3)} and Yi = {(l/3,0), (l/3, l/3)} form a
basis of TH(X) and
Idet( YL)l = Idet( Yi)I.
LEMMA 2.1. Let XC Z” and let Y, be a basisfor ,5&(X). Then there is
a constant y depending on X and s such that

IWIX)all x~y~(X),
x= YHV, VEZ”}.

for

lWYHK1

bH(XIWI ~~IIW~

where llH[l :=max{h,,

.... h,} and Z(Y,)

:= {xEWI

We omit the proof here, since it can be done following the same lines as
the proof of the convergence result in [7]. Some remarks on the lemma are
in order:
If Y,cXH:=
{xlh,, .... x”h,}, then exactly the result in [7] is
reproduced.
If X $ Z”, then the necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the discrete cube spline is that there is a set YH = { vk, .... y”,)
with det( Y,) # 0 forming a basis for gH(X), or equivalently, there must
exist a set Y = ( yl, .... y”} which forms a basis for P(X).
For the rest of this paper we assume that XC Z” and H = diag(h, .... h),
where h-’ =: p E N. Accordingly, we modify the notational convention:
instead of H we employ the lower case h.
A simple consequence of the definitions (2.1), (2.3) is the following
lemma.
LEMMA

2.2. Let hy’ =piE N, i= 1,2. Then
b,,,&lX)=h;

1
b&-%h,W-),
o<v,<pz

(2.4)
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for all x E ZAIh2(X), where

Formula (2.4) suggests a recipe for subdividing any cube sphne with
Xc Z”. There is, however, a computationally more convenient way of
calculating bhlhz, which can be considered as a generalization of the kipze
average algorithm [3, 7, 81.
COROLLARY 2.1. bhthz can be calculated for all XE LZhlhz(X) by the
following algorithm.

1. b;,(x/X):=b,,(xIX),
2. bii(xlX) :=h,CT:il

bk;‘(x-jh,h,x’[X),

i= 1, .i.Pn,

3. bhl& I Xl = KJx I Xl.
Since in the rest of the paper we will be concerned with discrete cone
splines rather than with cube splines, we remark that results simi
to those in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and Corollary 2.1 can be obtained without
difficulties also for discrete cone splines.
3. DISCRETE B-SPLINES
For the remainder of the paper we reserve the symbol X for the set
x := (x0, .... xn), n >s, where xi are points in R”, sometimes also called
knots. We recall the distributional definition of the m
M( . j X) associated with the knot-set X, which requires
[RJM(x/X)f(x)dx=n!jFf(v,xO+

... +~,x*)dv~~~~dv~,

(3.1)

to be satisfied for all f E C(W), where S” := ((Y,, .... Y,) I
is the standard n-simplex.
The next well known identity, first derived by Dahmen [4, 51, relates
B-splines to cone splines,
M(xIX)=n!

i

(3.2)

(-l)iT(x-xxi/Xi),

i=O

where x” := {xi-x’,
.... xi-xi--l,
xi+l-xi,
valid under the assumption that

...9Y--xi),

all knots in X are distinct and 0 # [1X’], i =

k=O, .... n, w
(3.3)
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Note, that if all knots in X are distinct, then the condition O# [Xi],
i = 0, ...) n, is actually a restriction on the ordering of X rather than on the
values of the knots. In case vol, [X] = 0, the s-dimensional volume of [X],
the above identity is meaningful only in the distributional sense.From now
on we assume v01,~[X] #O, however. Since we will give a discrete version
of (3.2), we include a short proof, different from the one in [4,5].
Proof of (3.2).

Define the sets

c;; := (v(), ..*,V”)E R” ’ ’ ,!” ‘!i = 1, v, 20, ...) v,>o ,
i
1
c; := (v,, ...) v,,) E R” +’ jIo vi = l,v,<O ,...) vi ,, <o,
i= 1, .... n - 1,

c; := (v,, .... vn)ER”+’
i

i v, = 1, vg< 0, .... v,-,<o
i=o

(3.4)

1

It can be immediately seen that

S”= c;l\c;\ . .. \c;;,

(3.5)

where the difference operation “\” is defined such that whenever A, B, C
are three sets, then A\B\C:=
A\(B\C).
Applying (3.5) to (3.1) yields
c
J(8’Mx I -U f(x) dx

=n!IS”f(vox”+
=n!I‘,f(

... + v,xn) dv, . ..dv.

v,)x’ + . . . + v,x”) dv, . . . dv,, -

0

+(-l)“n!j$v,x”+

. . . +v,xn)dv,...dv,.
n

Employing the definition of the sets Cn, (2.2) (3.3) and an elementary
calculation readily finishes the proof. 1
In the following we give a definition of the multivariate discrete
B-splines. To that end let S”*” be the discrete standard n-simplex,
S n.h

._
.-

(v 0,
1

. . . . V,)EZ”,f
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and

J&(X):= XEwIX=Xhv, VEzT+I,i 6v,-oi,
{
i=O
n
9&k-)

:=

xERSIX=Xhv,

hv,=l

VEzI”+“,

1

2=0

I

.

DEFINITION
3.1. The multivariate discrete simplex B-sphne mh(. I X) is a
function defined on y?(X) satisfying

c mh(X/X)f(X)=(#Sn,h)-l 1 f(Xhv),
“ES”.*
xE3xX)

(3.6)

for all locally supported discrete functions f: # 2Ph denotes the cardmality
of s*,h, which is

The following identity which is a consequence of (3.6) could be used to
give an equivalent definition of discrete B-splines,
m,(xjX)=(#S”y

#{vES”~h~Xhv=x),

x E ,u?(X).

63.8)

This implies that mh(. / X) is a nonnegative function with local support
contained in [X] n 5$(X). Moreover, it is normalized such that

c m&IX)= 1.
xc9fJX)
From rmw on we assume XC Z”. The next identity is a discrete analog of
(3.2).
THEOREM 3.1. Let X satisfy (3.3) and let to := 0, <’ := xi-x0
xi - xi- ‘, i = 1, .... n. Then

m/,(x1X)= z(n, h) i

(- 1)’ th(x-xi-hti/X$

+ ... +

(3.9)

i=O

for all~czY~(X), where l(n, h):=hp”(#S”~h)pl.
ProoJ: Note first, that both sides of (3.9) are defined on the same lattice
&$h(x). To see this, observe that both cone splines th( .I xi) and
th( . - hci 1xi), i = 0, .... n, are defined on dip,(X’), since Iz{‘E Yh(Xi). This
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- 1~5’1Xi) is defined on Yh(X). In analogy to (3.4) we

i

(vo, .... v,l)EznT’

hi=

1, VI >O, ...)

i=O

cyh :=

(vo, ...) Vn)EZn+’

i hi=
r=O

{
vi,., 20, .... v,>,o

1

,

1, v,<o,

...) Vi I9 co,

i= 1, .... n - 1,

._ (v.)...)V,)EzY+ i hv,=1,v,<o, ...)V”-, <o .
c,,n.h.i
1
i- 0
Since Yh = C:“\C?“\
c
XE Y*(X)

. . . \C:“,

we can write

mh(xiX)f(x)

=(~~"~h)-'i~o(_l)i"~~,hf(Xi+~~i-h(vo+l)(~~-x~)-

-NV;

I+

By the following

. . .

1)(X'-xi-')+

hi+

transformation

&:=(-(vo+l)

I(,$+I-xf)+

. . . +jv,(x'*-xi)).

of variables,

)...) -(v,-,+1),

vi+ ,,..., V”),

i = 0, .... n,

the last term of the above equation equals

(#sn’h) ’ i: (-l)i
i=O

C

f(Xi+/2['+Xtjj.,)

i., e Z",

=(#Ph) l 1 (-1yhP c fh(X-Xi-jyIXi)f(x)
i=O

x E TY*(X)

I(n,h) i

=
.2ix,

(

which finishes the proof.

i-o

1

(-l)ifh(x-x’-/2hriIX’)

>

f(x),
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The following assertion concerns the generating function of mh(. j X).
Observe first, that if z = (z,, .... zS)E C”, za := z;* ... z: for a = (a,, ...) a,)
and X:= {x1, .,., xn), then the generating function l,(z (X) of t,(x 18) Is

This has been shown in [ 111 for the case h = 1.
LEMMA 3.1. Let X satisfy (3.3). Then the generating function fib of mh
is a divided difference of zPtn, namely

ProojY From (3.10) it follows that the generating functio
t,(x - xi - h(‘I Xi) is
n;=o,j,i

(1 -zhix’-

where

Ixi-xi1:= -xi,-xJ2 if
i XJ- xi, if

j<i
J > i’.

Hence, based on the identity (3.9) we obtain
fih(z 1X) = h”
=I(n,h)

c

zxmh(x j X)
n
hZ

C (-l)i

n,;=o,j,j

i=O

n
=(#Sn,h)--l

Zhx’(h-’

x’f

hc’

(1 -Zh’-‘l)

+n)

i~orl[;~O,/~i(ih~‘~Z~~~)~

Recalling the familiar identity for the univariate divided differences,

and (3.7) readily finishes the proof.

m
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Note, that this lemma brings in mind the well known fact that the
Fourier transform of a (continuous) B-spline is a divided difference of an
exponential function (cf. [6]). There is another property of continuous
B-splines, which is retained in the discrete case. Let A E Z” be such that for
every k E Yh(XA),

then
S%‘,&(@))(k) :=

C

th(xjX)=th(kIEI).

ix=k
xeq&iq

That is, the discrete Radon transform of the discrete multivariate cone
spline is a denumerant, i.e., a univariate discrete cone spline. The proof of
this fact, in a somewhat modified form, can be found in [ 111. This result
can easily be extended to give
t,(k-x’L-h<‘AIX’A)=

1

th(x-xi-htijXi),

k E y7,(XA).

i.x = k
XE-%(X)

Hence, under the assumption (3.3), Theorem 3.1 leads to
C
Lx = k
x E -4yh( X)

m,(xIX)=

1

I(n,h) i

2.x = k
x E 9b(X)

=I(n,h)

(-l)ith(x-xi-h~iIXi)

i=o

i
i=O

=Z(n,h) i

(-l)i

1

t,(x-xx’-hh5’1Xi)

2.x = k
x E mw

(-l)‘tJk-xiA-h[‘IXi;l)

i=O
=m,(kIXJ),

which proves
LEMMA 3.2. L4?Jmh(
.I X))(k) = m,(kI IA), that is, the discrete Radon
transform of the multivariate B-spline is a univariate discrete B-spline.

Notice, that the same is true in the continuous case [13,6]. Next we give
a discrete analogue of another interesting property of the continuous
B-splines, namely we show that the restriction of an (s + 1)-variate discrete
cone spline to an s-dimensional hyperplane is an s-variate discrete B-spline.
In particular, let 2’ := (xi, l), y := {R’, .... Y}, 2 :=(x, l), then

ON DISCRETE
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Proof. To see that the right hand side of (3.11) is
XE Yh(X), it is sufficient to observe that the restriction of Yh(w) to the
hyperplane x, + 1= 1 equals
i (x, l)lx=Xhv,
I

i

Jzvi=l, VEZ”fI

= {(x, l)lXEsqX)j.

i=O

The proof of (3.11) is based on the identity (3.8). Namely,
Z(n,h)t,(lI2)=Z(n,h)h”
=(,F+--l
=(#Yy-l

#(vEz~+‘IPhv=1)
# vEZ”,fllxhv=x,
i hi=1
i
i=O
#{vES”‘“/X~v=x)=m,(xIX).

We now prove the following recurrence relation relating higher-or
discrete B-splines to lower-order ones.
LEMMA

3.4. If n > s, then for every jE (0, .... n 1,

hi := (p - i)-‘.
ProoJ: On account of (3.8), we obtain

mdx I XI
= pi-n --Ip--l
c # vdL”,+’ i hv, = 1 - ii%,i xkhv, = x - ihxjj
( n 1 i=O
i
I k=O
k=O
kfj

k#j

Next we state a convergence theorem for discrete B-splines.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Y, be a basis for J&(X). Then there is a constant y
depending on X and s, such that

IM(xIX)- Idet(Yh)l-‘mh(xIX)l <yh,
for all x E pk(X).
Proof Let Y, be a basis for &X)
is easy to show that

and yh a basis for Yh(F). Then it

Idet( Y,)l = Idet( y,J.
Moreover, it is known that
M(xIX)=n!

T(.Zl$),

a continuous version of (3.11). The assertion follows now in a
straightforward way from (3.11), the convergence result for discrete cone
splines, and the simple fact that
lim l(n, h) = n !. 1
h-0

4. AN ALGORITHM FOR SUBDIVIDING SIMPLEX B-SPLINES
In this section we propose a method for subdividing simplex B-splines,
based on Lemma 3.3.
LEMMA 4.1. Let n 3 s. Consider the mesh %!h(.?),which is a restriction of
Th(f), defined as

9$(f) := (ZERO,

%,+1~ {1-nh,

.... 1 -h, l}>,

where Zd+ 1 is the (s+ 1)st coordinate of P. Then the control net { th(zly),
ZEBJX)} is sufficient for subdividing the cone spline T(RI x) along the
hyperplane g’,+ 1= 1.
Proof Employing well known facts about cube and cone splines (cf.
[7]) it can be shown that

Since the length of the support of B( .I Fh) in the direction of Z~+I is
h(n + 1), the cube splines B(1- d I Xh) do not vanish for X,, I = 1 only if
~5E 9&(g). Thus, T(Z 18) is for Zs+ I = 1 completely determined by the net
(th@.I),

~=%z(f)).

4
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FIG. 4.1.

A discrete

quadratic

B-spline
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rn*( .I X), X= {cl, O), (0, IIS (2, 1 ), (1, 2), (2, 2))
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a)h=l

b) h = Z-’

c) h = 2-*

FIG. 4.2.

A discrete quadratic B-spline mh( .I X), X = ((0, 0), (0, l), (0, 2), (0, 3), (2, 1)).
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Lemma 4.1 asserts that in order to have a sufficient reformation on the
cone spline along the hyperplane X, + 1= 1 it is necessary to keep track of
IZ+ 1 “layers” of the subdivision net only, namely the layers corres~o~di~~
to ~~+l=l-nh,...,~-,+,=l-h,
3?,+1= 1. In the following let hi, a’= 1, 2,
be constants such that hi1 = pi E N. Moreover, in analogy to Corollary 2.1,
let fhh,(Z12) be a function defined for all .?E d;pl,(w) as

q&q8):=i.ot/JnInt

if 2 E 5qk)
otherwise.

Next we present an algorithm for refining the net (th,(Z 1R), 1 E gh,(x) >~
Algorithm. 1. Set tz,(ZlJ?) := Zh,(5ZP), for all X E &,,,(B) such t
2 s+~E{1-((n+1)p*-1)h,h,,...,1-h,h,,9~.
2. Set t;,(Z) JJ := h, Cpii’ ti; ‘(X - jh,h,Z-” I X), for all X E 9&hl(W)
such that, I,,
n+ 1.

I E(l-((n+l-~)p*-l+i)hlhZ,...,I-h~h*,l),

3. Ih,hz(ZI X) = t$+ ‘(2 / 8), for all 5!E Ziihz(Z)
(1-nh,h,,
...) 1-h,h,, l}.
4.

i=l,...,

sue

f%Qq(XIX) = 4% h) t/?,&f In x E %y?h(n

Observe, that in order to compute the discrete function t;i,(Z[ 2) for
those 2 for which R,, I E{1-((n+l)p,-I)_h,h,,...,1-h,h,,1),
only
the values of the control net (th,(Z / w), 5ZE P&(X) > are needed, which is i
accordance with Lemma 4.1. At the end of the algorithm we are left wit
the refined control net ( thlhZ(Z I w), E E Bhlhz(W)), which represents a sufficient information for a next subdivision step. The fourth step of the algorithm can be performed in order to obtain the desired values of the discrete
B-spline mhlh2(xjX). It should be stressed, however, that this algorithm
does not make it possible to calculate mhlhzdirectly from mh, = I,,(,? j 81,
x~y~,(h,(X) without knowing the other layers of th,(X/%), namely for
1 s+l E (1 -nh,, ...) 1 -h,).
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 present some examples of discrete
different values of h. The evaluation has been performed on t
above algorithm.

5. ZIG-ZAGGING

OF THE CONTROL NET

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 confirm the convergence of discrete simplex splines to
the corresponding continuous simplex splines. However, it can be seen t
the subdivision nets are not visually pleasing in the sensethat they contain
undesired oscillations. We call this negative pkenomenon of the co&ml net
640/70/3-8
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zig-zagging. In the case of cube splines, this phenomenon is a consequence
of well known facts about discrete cube splines. In particular, it follows
from the results in [9] that a discrete cube spline is not a piecewise polynomial function unless the direction set X is unimodular. In the case when X
is not unimodular, pieces of the discrete cube spline are known to contain
oscillating terms satisfying certain partial difference equations.
Next we describe a possible remedy for removing the zig-zagging from
the subdivision net. For the sake of brevity we restrict ourselves to the case
of cube splines. The results apply in a straightforward manner to discrete
cone splines and thus, by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, also to discrete
simplex splines. The idea is based on the identity

&(xIm=h-”

1

x E %L-o,

b,(YIX)B(h-‘(x-Y)IX),

YE%(W

(5.1)

where B,( . / X), h ~ r E N, denotes the restriction of B( . ) X) to Yh(X), i.e.,
B,(x 1X) := B(x I X),

x E Yh(X).

This is an immediate consequence of the well known fact [3,7]

B(xIX)=

c b,(yIX)B(x--l~h),
YE%(X)

XE

R”,

and
B(x)Xh)=hp”B(h-‘x1X),

XEW.

Hence, from (5.1) it follows that exact values of B( .I X) on the line grid
P&(X) can be obtained as a discrete convolution of the corresponding discrete cube spline bh( -1X) on the fine grid with the “discretized” cube spline
B(. I X) on the coarsest grid Z(X). This suggests a refinement strategy in
two stages.In the first stage the discrete cube splines (or a linear combination of discrete cube splines) are calculated as in Section 2. In the second
stage, the relined control net is “smoothed out” by (5.1). In this way the
subdivision gives rise to exact values of the cube spline surfaces. That
means that the subdivision net is actually a piecewise linear interpolant of
the limit surface and thus it is converging quadratically to it. Note, that in
general the convergence of the control net corresponding to b, is linear
only.
The above method has also some drawbacks, however. First, exact
values of the cube splines are needed. This is not a serious drawback, since
only values on the coarsest grid must be evaluated, their number being, for
typical cube splines of low degree, relatively small. These values can be
computed, e.g., by a local subdivision, i.e., by subdivision which uses local
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refinement of the subdivision net, only. Moreover, they can be c&date
and stored in advance, since they do not depend on the number of refinement steps and on the initial control net for h = 1. A more se
shortcoming of the above method is an increased computational
plexity of the subdivision, caused by the necessity of performing
convolution (5.1).
6. DISCUSSKIN
In this paper the notion of discrete multivariate simplex splines has been
introduced. We have shown that it fits naturally in the concepts of discrete
cube and cone splines. Moreover, some basic properties of the
simplex splines have been derived, which are analogous to the ones in the
continuous case.
iscrete univariate B-splines on a uniform grid have first been introduced by Schumaker [ 16-9,as piecewise polynomial discrete functions.
worth noting that, in the univariate case, the splines defined here are
identical with Schumaker’s discrete B-splines. T e difference Ss that, dial
eral, our discrete splines are not piecewise ~o~ynornia~.A consequenceof
fact is a phenomenon called zig-zaggin of the refined control net,
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